Magnitude and decay of stretch-induced enhancement of power output.
There is ample evidence that the pre-stretching of a muscle enhances performance of the subsequent shortening or concentric contraction. The purpose of this study was to investigate this stretch-induced enhancement in terms of the effect of load on the magnitude and decay of the muscle's power output. Instantaneous, mean and peak power outputs were compared between concentric-only and rebound bench press throws at different loads. The maximal strength [1 RM = 84.0 (10.5) kg] of 18 male subjects [21.1 (3.0) years, 87.2 (11.9) kg] was determined using an isoinertial Smith press machine. The results of this study indicate enhancement of concentric motion by prior eccentric muscle action (200-780% enhancement in the first 100 ms). However, the magnitude and temporal characteristics of this enhancement differed across loads. Using a lighter load produced greater initial enhancement (P < 0.05) but the decay of this enhancement was more rapid. The heavier 80% 1 RM loading showed a later time to peak enhancement (80 ms versus 20 ms) and slower decay of the stretch induced augmentation (460 ms versus 260 ms). It is concluded that the degree of stretch-shorten cycle enhancement differs according to the load and the time-dependent characteristics of the motion.